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Next Meeting
Thursday 1:00pm 

March 29, 2018
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Apple News!
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Apple News
•All Apps submitted to Mac App Store after Jan 31st must be 

64-bit (first step towards not supporting 32 bit apps)

•Apple’s software division has decided to focus on user 
experience in its next major software updates, rather than 
pushing out a ton of new features

•Apple updated all it’s OS’s this week (bug fix)

•Apparently Apple employees are hurting themselves walking 
into the glass walls of the new Apple Park campus

•Maybe Apple is doomed 😀
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Apple News
•The Apple Watch outsold the entire Swiss Watch industry last 

quarter

• The iPad was the #1 selling tablet in 2017 with around a 26% 
market share worldwide

•Microsoft has created an app called “Photos Companion” that 
works with Microsoft Photos on a Windows 10 PC to directly 
transfer photos and videos from your phone over Wi-Fi

•Make sure your phone and PC are on the same Wi-Fi network 

• Scan a QR code, select your photos, and start the transfer
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iOS Widgets
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iOS Widgets
•A widget is an extension that displays a small amount of useful 

information from an app without opening that app

• For example, a news widget shows top headlines, a weather widget 
will give you a snap shot of the current weather 

•Widgets are on the Search screen, which is accessed by swiping to the 
right on the Home screen or the Lock screen

•You can go to the bottom of the search screen, and hit Edit to move 
widgets up/down, and remove or add them

•Tapping on a Widget will open the appropriate app

• Some of my favorite widgets:   ATT, Battery, and calendar
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Mac Widgets
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Mac Widgets
•You can also use Widgets on a Mac either in the Dashboard or in the 

Notification Center

• To set up Dashboard, go to System Preference>Mission Control

• You can have the Dashboard show as a separate Space or come up as an 
Overlay (My preference)

• I also set up my F5 function key to bring up the Dashboard, but you can 
also bring it up from the Dock or the applications folder

•Once the Dashboard is showing, use the +/- buttons to add and remove 
widgets

• Additional Widgets are available at: https://www.apple.com/downloads/
dashboard/
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Mac Widgets
•You can also use Widgets in the Today tab on the notification 

center

• This works like Widgets in iOS

•Go to the bottom of the notification center to edit widgets

•When in Edit mode you can add, remove, or move widgets 

• You can also go to the App Store to get additional widgets
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Apple Watch Tips
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Force Quit an App

• If an Apple Watch app freezes or fails to refresh data, you can 
force quit it

•With the problem app still open, hold down the side button

•After a few seconds, you'll see a menu with sliders for powering 
off, displaying your Medical ID, or using the Emergency SOS 
function

• From here, hold down the button on the Digital Crown 

• This will close the app and return you to the watch face
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Auto Unlock 

•With Auto Unlock, you can unlock your Mac just by sitting 
down in front of it as long as you are wearing your watch  

•Minimum Requirements:  2013 Mac, macOS Siera, watchOS 3.0, 
passcodes on both Mac and Watch, Two Factor Authentication 
must be enabled, and both devices have to be using the same 
iCloud password

•To enable:  System Preferences > Security and Privacy
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Transferring calls between 
Apple Watch and iPhone

• If you are wearing an Apple Watch, incoming phone calls will 
ring on your watch and your iPhone will vibrate

• You can answer the call on the Apple Watch and talk on your 
wrist Dick Tracy style

• You can switch the call back to your iPhone by simply tapping 
the green bar that appears at the top of the iPhone’s home 
screen
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Transferring calls between 
Apple Watch and iPhone

•You can also transfer an in-progress call from your iPhone back 
to your Apple Watch if you wish 

• It’s less obvious how to do this, as there’s no visual indicator on 
the main Apple Watch screen

•On the Watch, open the Phone app (from the dock or the menu)

• Then swipe up (or turn the Digital Crown) to reveal an “Apple 
Watch” button at the bottom of the screen 

• Tap this button to transfer the call back to your Apple Watch
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HomePod
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HomePod
•Apple released a new product on February 9 - HomePod

•HomePod is a high quality, very high tech, powered speaker

• It costs $349 and is available in either white or space gray

• I bought a space gray HomePod on February 9th

• This is only the second first generation Apple device that I ever 
bought the first day it was offered (The first time was the 
original iPad)
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HomePod
•The HomePod User Guide can be found at: 

• help.apple.com/homepod/

• The HomePod is not for everyone: 

• It’s designed to work within the Apple Ecosystem

• It requires an iOS device to even set it up (Can’t even set it up 
with a Mac, much less a PC or Android device)

• You can not use it as a bluetooth speaker (AirPlay only)
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Music Sources

•Using AirPlay you can play any content from any Apple device (iPhone, 
iPad, iPod touch,  Apple TV, or Mac)

•However, with AirPlay, Siri can just do basic functions (volume, pause, 
start, stop, next, previous, …)

• Full Siri Control is only available for:

• An Apple Music subscription (more later)

• iTunes Music Purchases

• iTunes Match subscription

• Podcasts
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Apple AirPlay

•Virtually anything you can play on your iPhone or iPad can be 
played via AirPlay to the HomePod

•When you are using a music app, look for an AirPlay icon like 
the ones on this page

• Tap the AirPlay icon and select your AirPlay Device

•Or go to the control center and long press on the “Now 
Playing” section

•Tap the Airplay icon and select your device
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Apple Music
•A subscription service that costs $10/month for a single account or 

$15/month for a family account (up to 6 id’s)

• It lets you stream or download: 

• Any of the 45 MM songs in the Apple store, as well as…

•Anything you have in your iTunes library regardless of where you 
got it from

•Apple Music will play on any Apple device and is available on Android

• I do not subscribe to Apple Music at this point
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iTunes Match

•An iTunes Match subscription costs $25/year

• This will match or upload anything you have in your iTunes 
library to your iCloud Music Library

• You can stream any of this content to any Apple device including 
all your playlists

• In addition to streaming, you can download as much of it as 
you’d like to any of your Apple devices with the same Apple ID

• I have subscribed to iTunes Match for a couple of years
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HomePod

•So why did I buy the HomePod?

• I wanted access to my personal music collection in iTunes - 
8800+ songs spread across 950+ albums (and growing)

• I really like the convenience of using an assistant to play music

• Fast easy access with no need to turn anything on or off

• Just say: “Play the Brandenburg Concerto”,  “Play some folk 
music”, “Play some music by the Beatles”

• It is much higher quality that you can get from an Echo
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HomePod
•Siri will not replace Alexa as my whole house home assistant

• I don’t see it competing with Echo or Google Home where the 
lowest cost device is $29-$50

• Siri is currently far behind Alexa and Google home as an assistant 

• But since I have Alexa, any non-music Siri functionality is a bonus 
for me and not a requirement

• IMO, the HomePod’s real competition is high end internet 
connected speakers from companies like Bose and Sonos, not 
Echo or Google Home
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HomePod Setup
•To begin the setup process, all you have to do is plug in the 

HomePod and hold an iOS device near it

• Your iOS device will recognize the HomePod automatically and 
walk you thru the setup process

•When completed, Siri will give you examples of what it can do, 
and ask you to try it some commands

•The entire process takes about a minute and when done the 
HomePod will be set up with your AppleID and WiFi settings

•Note:  You must have the Apple Music and Home app
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HomePod
•The HomePod is a different type of speaker that most of us have ever 

seen before

• It has an embedded computer chip (A8) which allows it to do 
“Computation Audio” much like the latest iPhones do “Computational 
Photography” to do portrait mode

• It has a small diameter woofer with a large throw which produces 
amazing bass and has an additional microphone to adjust the bass 
depending on the volume 

• The speaker has 6 microphones which besides listening for “Hey Siri”, 
measures sound bouncing off walls to map the room (Spacial Awareness)
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HomePod

• It then uses 7 beam-forming tweeters each with its own 
amplifier to focus sound with directional control

• If your HomePod is in the center of the room, you'll hear 
everything from everywhere

• If it's next to a wall, it adjusts the sound and separates the 
music into direct sound to the speakers that face out, and 
ambient sounds for the speakers that are close to the wall
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My Impressions

•First of all: Sound is very subjective and there is no right answer

• Some people want all analog and will spend 5-6 figures on 
sound equipment

•Others will say a $50 echo dot does just fine for them

• Some speakers sound better depending on what type of music 
you listen is playing

• Some music is engineered much better than other music (i.e. 
older Recordings)
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My Impressions
•Also, I really value convenience now, and I will trade off some sound quality 

• For example:  I have a decent 5.1 system that cost $2,500 17 years ago.  

•While it definitely sounds better, to play music on it, I have to:  

• Find two remotes, turn on the receiver and CD player, find a specific CD,  
open tray/insert CD/Close tray, select the proper source on receiver, 
then finally hit start on CD player

• To use Echo or Siri, you just say “Play Album”

• That’s why I listen to a lot more music on Echo and Siri than I do on my 
large stereo system
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My Impressions

•The HomePod sounds amazing for it’s size - better (IMO) than 
my Bose SoundTouch 20 which sells for the same price, and 
better than my Bose radios which are more expensive

• There is no comparison to any of my Echos or Google mini

• It’s a nice looking device and it’s not obtrusive - it disappears in 
the room

•Unboxing and Setup was a such a great experience - Apple does 
this better than anyone at the moment
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My Impressions
•The “Hey Siri” recognition is amazing - I can use a normal voice 

even in another room while the HomePod is playing loud

• It’s definitely better than Google or Echo and they are not bad

• Siri as a home assistant is definitely not as good as Alexa or 
Google

•When looking at my phone/watch when saying Hey Siri, it was 
interesting to see which device responded

• Siri has trouble with weird sounding artists and titles:  Play the 
song Mosaïk by Vishtèn (But so do I)  
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My Impressions
• I like the fact that I can stop the HomePod, and even after a day, I can just 

tap the top of the speaker to resume where I left off 

• You can really tell the difference in how songs were engineered 

•Quirk:   “Siri, volume 5” sets volume to 5% - “Alexa, volume 5” sets volume 
to 50%

•The power cord is the best of any Apple device I’ve seen.  It has a soft 
fabric covering which appears very durable

• Since I’m using my iTunes library more, I finding all kinds of issue sand have 
spent a lot of time cleaning it up

• In general, I’ve very pleased, and it’s a good device for me
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HomePod Tip

•You can control some functions of the HomePod from your 
phone even when using Siri in the cloud

•Go to the control panel and long press the music icon

•You’ll see the music on your iPhone, any Apple TV’s and any 
HomePods

• Press the device you want to control in the control center

• You’ll see what’s playing and can start/stop, play next/previous, 
and adjust volume
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Potpourri 

•The HomePod has been reported to leave a white ring on some 
wooden surfaces.   We have not seen this, but just in case we 
have placed it on a fabric coaster

• If you have music playing in the background (Alexa), the 
HomePod can be used to identify it  “Hey Siri, Shazam this”
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Question

•Can you discuss the use of personal hotspot?
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Personal Hotspots
•Personal Hotspot (data-tethering), allows you to share your 

phone’s cellular network connection with another device

• For example, this could allow you to use your Mac in a location 
where there are no Wi-Fi networks 

•A Mac can connect to you phone three ways -  Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 
or USB

• Important:  You are using your phones data plan, and if you are 
not careful, you can exceed you data limit ($$)

• Your carrier and your data plan must support Personal Hotspot
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WiFi Connect
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USB Connect
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Nomorobo
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Nomorobo
•Spam calls seems to be getting more and more annoying

• I’ll discuss are some software solutions I’ve implemented that 
help mitigate the problem (not entirely eliminate it)

•Nomorobo can be used if you have a “Voice Over IP” (VOIP) 
phone (like Comcast’s Triple Play)

•Nomorobo is provided for free for Comcast and other providers

•Nomorobo is also available for iOS solution but it’s not free 
($1.99/month)
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Nomorobo

•Go to nomorobo.com

•Go to the Botton of the page

•Click on “Sign up Now!”

• Select your provider and follow the 
directions
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Nomorobo

•After it’s set up, your phone will ring as normal, but it will also 
ring simultaneously at Nomorobo

• If Nomorobo finds the number in it’s spam database, it will 
intercept the call

• If you get a single ring, Nomorobo did it’s job

• If you get a second ring, the call wasn’t in the database and you 
can pick up

•We love it and get a lot of single rings
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AT&T Call Protect

•That takes care of your VOIP phone, but what about your cell 
phone?

• You can pay for Nomorobo on your phone, or see if your cell 
phone provider has a service for spam

•AT&T has an free app you can download from the iOS App 
Store called “AT&T Call Protect”

•Download to your phone and click on the app to set it up
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AT&T Call Protect

•The Call Protect app provides you with:

• Automatic Fraud Blocking: Detects and blocks calls from likely 
fraudsters before they reach you.

• Suspected Spam Warning:  alerts you when you get a call from 
a suspected spam source - Caller id is “Telemarketer”

•Manual Call Blocking: Lets you block unwanted calls after the 
fact, so that number can not call your phone again

• I’ve been using it since September and it’s intercepted 14 calls
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Questions
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Thank You!

*Presentation produced on an iMAC using Apple’s 
Keynote software and presented on an iPad


